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ding-dong
ding-dong

The story begins in cellars far beneath a big church clock. 

It marks the time now, and marked the time 

while the wine was being counted. Wine ripened at the pace of 

clock bells, from the depths of a cellar.

Many, many years have gone by and the clock 

keeps on counting while the dark quiet cave 

looks after San Vicente de la Sonsierra’s earthy essence.

Contador is both a very young and a very old story

life, love for the land, roots, commitment, passion, time, and results...





soils

Minerally calcareous clay 

Especially at high altitudes.  

Land located in the Sierra 

Cantabria foothills. 

High levels of mineralization.

Strong highly concentrated grapes 

of high quality and rich aromas.

Calcareous clay subsoil. 

Gravel soil

On a meander of the Ebro with a 

limestone subsoil. Gravelly ground 

which provides warmth for ripeness 

and moisture at the roots.

Fresh and tasty grapes.

Calcareous clay 

Intermediate zone, between the 

mountain and the Ebro River. 

Land with lower nutrient content.

 

Fine elegant grapes.

The land   
of San Vicente de la Sonsierra 





details

The two leading roles of this story respect and appreciate each other and they 

give the best they have to one another. From start to finish. That is why the 

story is worth telling for this to be understood and enjoyed.

They have always known each other. They grew up together in a land blessed 

by the Patron Saint of winemakers, San Vicente. Since then, they have been 

connected by their roots and their deep love for the land.

Contador is a story full of details which are everywhere you look.

Contador is the land, the climate, the vine, the grapes, which feel  

cared for and loved.

Contador is the Wine and it is also Benjamín Romeo, who gives it his all and 

gets it all back from his land.

Both have personality, character and courage.



decisions

Contador is a story full of daring and decisions, in which everything  

is a choice. 

And it starts with where and why the soil is chosen. The decision that it be the 

Bombom, Sacramento and El Bosque plots is decided by their microclimates, 

their varieties, by their position and by their surroundings.  

Because they are special soils, because the Ebro River and the Sierra de 

Cantabria wanted it like that.

How to take care of every piece of land is decided. Each one is different and 

needs to be treated as it deserves to be, by hands which know it well.

Because the brave look for challenges in order to enjoy the greatest reward.



winter

One, just one bud is left on each spur after pruning. Not for quantity. Quality 

makes more sense.

Now, bare, they are resting. They are meditating, taking advantage of the cold 

and shorter winter days. 

Contador foresees. It looks at the sky and prepares for the changes that will 

come. Our land will be ready.

Meanwhile we enjoy the ever-changing gift of the scenery. In our always 

different land.



manure

Working the land in the country follows no rules because circumstances 

change and it is the land which is in charge. It is fertilized organically if 

need be.

The work is hard, respectful and honest, the land is grateful for it. 

The plots are taken care of, and they are listened to. They are demanding,  

and appreciate company and support.

Contador has found out how to offer ceaseless and exhaustive care without 

sacrificing the natural freedom that they require.

Doing a good job needs good techniques, good working practices and to know 

all the details, in order to observe and be in touch with the land day and night.



spring

How beautiful it is to see the birth. Birth means many things: to exist, to 

begin. We see the first buds, the first colors. Spring is a season full of light 

where our land celebrates the coming of the good weather, and so do we, full 

of emotion. 

The vines feel beautiful, loved and cared for. Scents of thyme, rosemary, 

fennel and lavender, the best aromas which our land can offer.

A period full of meaning, leaving behind a period when the land enjoyed 

its rest. The start of a period full of action, of newness. Every day our land 

changes, giving us a landscape which is alive.

And satisfied, we look on.



summer

The grapes are growing bravely. Other will be joining them, changing color, 

bursting with energy for all the good things that they know are going to 

happen to them.

The grapes grow healthy and strong, just as they should do. They are only 

treated to keep them well, and only with organic products.

With this warm weather, the green pruning comes. The vines, the color of 

hope, patiently enjoy the last details before the big show begins. The pre-

harvest takes place at the end of the summer, the last selection on the vines 

themselves, leaving only the best clusters behind.

They are nervous and no wonder.

Something wonderful is about to happen.



grape harvest

The big moment of the year arrives. A magic, important moment at Contador. 

It’s time for the grape harvest. The vines give their best freely. He will 

gratefully treat the fruits as best he can.

With our eyes looking up at the sky and our hearts in every gesture, the 

work of a whole year full of hard work, anticipation and passion is carefully 

picked by hand. 

Emotion has reached at its peak, we cannot describe it. You have to feel it for 

yourself. The first move to the winery is full of drama. One stage is finished 

but another begins, just as special and fulfilling as the one before. 

The grapes are harvested. They have left the land and moved to the hands 

which are going to take care of them. We can breathe again and celebrate. 

But not rest.

The job goes on.



speed

To keep their brightness, their strength and their so sought-after quality, the 

trip to the winery is a key moment. It takes less than 30 minutes to get home. 

They travel with enough room to breathe, in 12 kilo boxes. They arrive healthy 

and whole.

It’s a quick and comfortable journey. At Contador they are always  

looked after.

We care for the grapes wherever they go, keeping the position and altitude as 

nature left them. We take daily cleaning to extremes, because everything is 

done well. Even gravity has its role in this winery: to keep process as natural 

as possible. 

Inside, everything is designed to make them feel at home, within each 

room and throughout their growth.

It is the only way to achieve a wine of this level.



expert hands

Our wine, still in the form of fruit, gets to the winery which has been built for 

it. It will flow from room to room, making its route into something easy, logical 

and simple.

Much is asked. Grains and clusters are chosen by the expert hands of those 

who know how to love what they do.

They are already the best because the clusters were already chosen  

in the field. Once here, care and experience does the rest. Each grape is 

looked at and not all pass the test. A costly job whose reward is the vividness 

of bright fresh grapes. Those lucky hands can already feel the quality that 

reaches the cellar.

These people form such an important team that they are essential to our tale. 

Their dedication and passion are vital at this and many other stages. They 

can be proud. 

People who know what they have to do.



nobility

Every detail counts: the oak that envelops our wine is also chosen, and it 

willingly lends it noble interior to the chosen grapes.

The material selected is French oak, which will guard it and care for it during 

its transformation.

Noble giant wooden vats are the wine’s first host.

Alcoholic fermentation begins. At a perfect controlled temperature.

Then we let gravity do its job, and after this natural fall we find the wine in 

a room scented with new oak, with life and time. Here is where the second 

fermentation takes place. Malolactic fermentation.

Slowly and quietly at its own speed.

New barrels hold the wine in new embraces.



patience

Every detail of the process should be consistent with what is being created in 

the cellar. From 18 to 20 months resting in the most comfortable and noble 

oaks, only interrupted by racking and refilling when the lunar cycle requires it.

Everything at Contador is treated with love, delicately. With dedication. 

because you take cares of everything you like, you appreciate what you love.

Here you breathe devotion. You keep watch, you control, you step in if 

necessary. And you let things just happen.

The know-how of time.

Patience. Our wine is maturing. And Benjamín looks on carefully.



respect

Our leading player is ready to leave the oak behind, after their long-lasting 

romance. It has grown, it has matured and has created its own personality.

It has put itself, without hesitation, in the hands of Benjamín, the expert, who 

takes each of his five senses to the extreme when he does the blend.

Thoughts. Reflection. Emotion. Respect.

Feeling the essence of his already mature land. Appreciating its changes 

and its evolution over time after so much work, so many demands, so many 

details. 

An intimate moment between our wine and the person who knows best.

They speak and listen to each other.



emotion

After such a personal meeting, it is ready to go out and put on its  

crystal suit. A tailored suit, depending on its history. It is ready for this  

second trip, from the barrel to the bottle, as important a trip as the first, but 

in a more adult way.

Each bottle contains everything that our wine means: from the choice of plot 

to its appearance on stage. It all makes sense.

And to guard the land’s treasure well corks are the best keepers. Corks born 

from cork trees, which are also chosen, they are the lucky ones who will end 

up dressing up our wine.

We, who see the wine leave the winery after so much time, tell with  

emotion what it means to see it born, grow and mature. Now it must leave 

and others will enjoy it.



final journey

Our two leading actors split up. It is time for the wine to undertake the third 

trip, this time to different parts of the world, where it can fulfill the function 

for which it was intended. To provide satisfaction and joy.

This final journey is as important as the others. The finale must be looked 

after, too and now what is most valued temperature, this will not be forgotten. 

The wine reaches its new destination in the best refrigerated conditions. 

It leaves its land of its birth, San Vicente de la Sonsierra. The land where it 

was born and raised and now trusts it and what it has become. 

It will be in the middle of the table surrounded by people who will make it part 

of their stories and complete its own. It will bring enjoyment, laughter and 

celebration.

Meanwhile, Benjamín, already used to this over the years, will let it go, but 

not before going back over some shared moments.

His eyes will soon turn again to the land with a gesture full of affection, and 

with his mind set on the beginning of a new cycle.



you.

If you add up every detail and all that has not been told, this is the best 

ending. Passion, work and love for the land are essential parts of this 

process.

Honesty is woven into the story from the land until it reaches your senses. 

Because you’ll enjoy a well-rounded story with every detail taken into 

account, for your sake. And when you feel the strength, balance and aromas, 

you’ll understand it all. The passion for our land and commitment to look 

after it to the extreme.

This story made by hands and hearts does not end here.  

You take it from here. 

And when your heart beats while you enjoy it, it will do it as the clock chimes. 

That clock will stay far above the cave, counting the time while you tell your 

own story.









Contador
Wine from the best grapes from each vintage.

Grape from 60 to 100 year old vines. The blend is made up of Tempranillo,  
with Garnacha and Graciano. 

Based on each year’s climate, the choice of soil, position, altitude, varieties etc is made.

Contador is the Masterpiece of the Cellar. The ultimate expression of our land.





La cueva del Contador

This wine comes from specially chosen Tempranillo vines.

The vines are 40 and 60 years old.

The plots vary each vintage but are usually  
in the middle-high land from San Vicente de la Sonsierra.

A Great Wine with great balance and potential.





Qué bonito Cacareaba

Wine from the oldest vineyards, where the white grape vines are intermingled.

The varieties vinified are: Garnacha Blanca, Malvasia and Viura.

The free-run must is macerated with leaf contact and then fermented and aged in French oak barrels.

A smooth, powerful and fresh white wine to be enjoyed for its balance.





Predicador tinto
Wine made from Tempranillo mostly.

The vines are 15 and 35 years old.

Blend of different soils, altitudes, clones, ages…

Aged in French oak for 15 months in barrels of 1 and 2 wines, to highlight its freshness and fruit. 

An honest and fair wine, as is the story that inspired the brand.





Predicador blanco
Wine made from Garnacha Blanca, Malvasia and Viura. Varieties from different plots.

5 and 100 years old vines.

The must is macerated with its leaves. Fermented and aged in French oak barrels.

A white wine with good potential and balance. 
Like its red brother, a fine and formal wine.
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Ctra. Baños de Ebro, Km-1
26338 San Vicente de la Sonsierra

La Rioja - España

Tel. +34 941 334 228
Fax +34 941 334 537

www.bodegacontador.com


